
SCAN FOR VULNERABILITIES. Using best of breed solutions, Arraya’s engineers can scan
the entire business’ network, including servers, PCs, and other connected devices for
potential threats. These threat-spotting capabilities cover multiple vendors and solutions.

REPORT FINDINGS AND REMEDIATION RECOMMENDATIONS. Once a scan is complete,
our team will digest the results and then present our findings back to onsite personnel,
complete with suggested improvements.  

COORDINATE SYSTEM PATCHING. Arraya’s team can also help execute remediation plans.
Our team will work with IT to test and validate proposed fixes in order to gain the
necessary approvals. Then, once a plan has been approved, we can deploy any patches
needed across the customer’s environment.

  

Vulnerabi l i ty  Management Service

Security threats are constantly evolving, putting immense pressure on businesses to keep up.
However, building, maintaining, and staffing a vulnerability management program up to that
task can be time and resource intensive. Fall short in the fight to keep data secure and it
could lead to upset customers, heavy fines, and more.

This service is built to be flexible, allowing organizations to
leverage as much of our vulnerability management
expertise as they need in order to secure their
environment. As part of this service, Arraya’s team can
help:

Arraya Solutions’ Vulnerability Management Service makes
it easier and less burdensome for companies to stay on top
of cyber security weak points. It connects customer teams
with our subject matter experts in order to accurately
detect, assess and mitigate vulnerabilities wherever they
may hide, at every organizational level.

DETECTING & ANALYZING WEAKNESSES
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IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE ASSETS. Arraya’s team can
work closely with onsite personnel to map out a
technology environment and gain a greater
understanding of organizational priorities. Then, using
this information, we’re able to highlight the greatest
areas of risk. 


